
Horizons Unlimited Travellers' Meeting - Ripley UK 2012 - Presentation Schedule

This schedule may change! Check back often! Last Updated: 25th June 2012

12:00 on

Registration opens in the car park and is open all day, every day.

Thursday

Film
ing Africa Room

R
epeats

Asia Room

R
epeats

Australia Room

R
epeats

Film
ing South America Room / Marquee / Outside

S S indicates session will be streamed to the marquee. R indicates there will be a REPEAT * indicates this IS the Repeat!

7:00 PM S

8:00 PM R R R

9:00 PM R

10:00 PM R R

Everyone needs to register as soon as you arrive, whether you are here for a short time, volunteer, presenter, trader or special guest.

Make sure you collect your name badge from the registration tent – this is used as a ticket to gain entry to the talks, campsite and bar.

Meeting Declared Open!      
Organisers' Introductions and Important 
Information that everyone needs to know.

Stephen Clark – But I Only Have Two Weeks - Getting the 
most out of two weeks around Europe without it turning into 
an "Iron Butt ride".

Andrew Sercombe – Escape To The Country - All the 
gear and a Big Idea. Now what? Getting started the easy 
way.

Sheonagh Ravensdale & Pat Thomson - Panama to 
Cambodia - A lighthearted account of the Dusty Old Bags' 
latest attempt to get round the world: 22000 miles, 15 countries 
in 16 months on a couple of Honda Falcon NX400s.

Graham Field - Budget Overlanding – Necessities vs 
Luxuries - Dispelling the myth that only the privileged and 
those who lead a charmed life can do a trip. Keeping the 
challenge and avoiding the endurance test.

Bruce Porter – Two Pegs To Patagonia - My wife wanted 
to see Penguins in the wild. I wanted a long bike ride. From 
Canada to the tip of the Andes and back on two Italian 
bikes.

Simon Chegwyn - UK to India - Royal Enfield and 
Transalp to India in 2009.

Jack Wilkins (Compass Expeditions) - Travel the world 
and get paid to do it - Become a motorcycle tour guide, long 
hours, little pay, risk of death and other great reasons why I 
would recommend it to everybody.
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Friday

Film
ing Africa Room

R
epeats

Asia Room

R
epeats

Australia Room

R
epeats

Film
ing South America Room / Marquee / Outside

F/S R indicates there will be a REPEAT * indicates this IS the Repeat!

11.00 AM R

R

12.00 PM R

1.00 PM R R

2.00 PM F

3.00 PM

4.00 PM F R

5.00 PM F R R R

6.00 PM S R R

7.00 PM F/S R

8.00 PM

F/S

9.00 PM

10 00 PM F/S

F indicates session will be filmed. S indicates session 
will be streamed to the marquee.

Mathew Quarterman – Turning To The Dark Side - 
5800km Lima to Rio. 2 wheels, but no engine.

Peter Darke – Scooters In The Sahara - The continuing story 
of the project to support Bansang hospital...

Dr. Wendy Peters  - First-Aid Demo – in the South America 
room

Colin & Dee Masters – Trip Preparation & Planning - 
The pleasures and pitfalls of long-distance riding.

Jupiter's Traveller Nathan Millward – Riding Dorothy - 
Sydney to London on a 105cc postie bike named Dorothy.

Frédéric Scheffer – From Beijing to Paris on a Yamaha 
XT250X - 17,000km, 3 months, 10 countries.  At the age of 23, 
Frédéric rode from China to France on a 250cc bike. It was the 
roadtrip of a lifetime.

Jerome Bullard – Life On The Line - A 33,000 mile trip 
that changed my life - from the United States to the southern 
tip of Argentina.

Giles Ernsting – James Cargo Services – Vehicle 
shipping Q&A – Everything you need to know about 
shipping your bike overseas.

Steve Mercer – Tax Refunds To Fund Your Trip - How to get 
the HM Revenue and Customs to give you money to fund your 
trip.

Tyre Changing Demo in the marquee with Graham Matcham 
from Continental Tyres (2+ hours)

Dave Lomax – Overweight Is Underprepared 5 - Updated 
and back by request. Things that are essential to travelling 
light. Not least, the difference between what you 'want' and 
what you 'need'.

Craig Carey-Clinch & Barbara Alam - Riding the Pink 
Porridge Trans-Canada - Tales from the Canadian 
Highway, a new journey from west to east, including The 
Labrador territory. Austin Vince – How to Film your Adventure – Instructional 

double-session from the master of adventure motorcycle film-
making. 

Brendan Ball - Baikal is Halfway Home – How two 
beginners survived the Zilov Highway.

Rollo Turner – Travelling With A Classic Bike - If bike 
and rider add up to more than 100 years these are just 
some of the things you might never need to know!

Jupiter's Travellers Cathy Birchall & Bernard Smith - 
Touching the World: A Blind Woman, Two Wheels and 
25,000 Miles - The story of the first blind person to circle the 
world by motorcycle.

Ian Mutch - Ineptitude and Romantic Failure - How to 
get lost in Morocco and Spain and fail with women in New 
Zealand.

Mike Vitkovitch – A Fortnight Round Morocco - Aimed at 
novice adventure riders, a well proven route with details of 
where and how to travel, stay, eat and enjoy the trip! A 
handout of the information will be available at the talk.

Matthew Cashmore – Seven-Day Adventures - Traveling 
the world on your motorbike with a job, a wife and a budget. 
A rough guide to living the dream in the real world. 

David Groves – Living and Motorcycling in Peru - 13 
years riding and running a bike tour company in 
Cajamarca, Peru.

Nigel & Sharyn Tailyour - Two Pensioners and a 10 Year 
Old Bike to North Cape (Nordkapp) - If two pensioners can 
get to North Cape in Norway on a 10 year old bike then you 
can too.

Sam Manicom – Every Day An Adventure – A rather 
different look at life on the road...

Bruce Smart - TeapotOne - Brewing a Journey - What is 
it, why is it happening, and how do you go about planning 
a trip of a lifetime.

Yosi Rapaport - Demystifying the Myth - What to pack, how 
to pack it, and why less is always more.

Sjaak Lucassen - 20 Years and 500,000km Around the 
World - Famous for riding 250,000km through 75 countries 
on an R1, Sjaak's adventures began in 1992 with a journey 
around Australia. In 2008 and 2009 he completed winter 
rides to the North Cape in Norwayand the Alaskan town of 
Deadhorse, facing temperatures lower than -30°C! This 
double-session will give you a taste of all those past 
adventures as well as Sjaak's plans for the North Pole!

Tim Cullis - Morocco in a Nutshell - It's now 40 years since 
Tim's first trip to Morocco on a TriBSA cafe racer and in the 
intervening time he's spent about three years in the country 
including trips with offroad bike, 4x4 and trekking with mules.  
As well as a full logistics run down this session will show the 
beauty and strange places that Morocco has to offer. (Note: 
Tim specifically requested this time for his presentation.)

Ed March - Malaysia to UK on a C90 - A 7 month 20,000 
mile solo journey from Asia to England on a C90. Engine 
rebuilds, constant modifications, filming music videos, 
machine guns and ladyboys. This is not your average 'by the 
book' motorcycle adventure.
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Saturday

Film
ing Africa Room

R
epeats

Asia Room

R
epeats

Australia Room

R
epeats

Film
ing South America Room / Marquee / Outside

F/S R indicates there will be a REPEAT * indicates this IS the Repeat!

10.00 AM F

11.00 AM

12.00 PM * *

1.00 PM * * F

2.00 PM F R *

3.00 PM R * F

4.00 PM F *

*
5.00 PM R

6.00 PM * *

7.00 PM F/S * R *

8.00 PM F/S

9.00 PM S

10.00 PM

S Austin Vince  - Heroes of Adventure Travel

11.00 PM Live music from Steve Simpson – around the bonfire.

F indicates session will be filmed. S indicates session 
will be streamed to the marquee.

Slow Bike Race In the bottom camping field. Places will be 
limited!               

Craig Carey-Clinch & Barbara Alam – Motorcycle 
Outreach - Be inspired by the story behind HU's nominated 
charity and how Motorcycle Outreach supports healthcare 
projects in Indonesia.

Simon Chegwyn – eBay to America - North America on a 
1982 Gl500 eBay bargain.

WOMEN ONLY  A VERY popular session. It's a must for the 
ladies, so plan on being there!

Dave Lomax - It doesn't matter how much time or money 
you have, there is a trip for you! - Ideas and inspiration for 
what you can do with your annual holidays.

Frédéric Scheffer – From Beijing to Paris on a Yamaha 
XT250X - 17,000km, 3 months, 10 countries.  At the age of 
23, Frédéric rode from China to France on a 250cc bike. It 
was the roadtrip of a lifetime.

Stephen Clark – But I Only Have Two Weeks - Getting the 
most out of two weeks around Europe without it turning into an 
"Iron Butt ride".

Bike Show - in the main car park.                                             
Phil Hawsley - Keeping your Airhead on the road - Q&A 
session to help you keep your Airhead running in the South 
America room.

Paddy Tyson - The Bike is the Catalyst - How forsaking 
plans and choosing a shit bike can lead to political 
insurrection, beautiful scenery, fear, excitement, love and 
new friendship, as well as a sore arse, sunburn, paralysis, 
dinner with a president and being held at gun point.

Sheonagh Ravensdale & Pat Thomson - Panama to 
Cambodia - A lighthearted account of the Dusty Old Bags' 
latest attempt to get round the world: 22000 miles, 15 
countries in 16 months on a couple of Honda Falcon 
NX400s.

Colin & Dee Masters – Trip Preparation & Planning - The 
pleasures and pitfalls of long-distance riding.

Ed March – C90 Rebuild in aid of Motorcycle Outreach – 
in the marquee.

Russell Anthony & Adrian Jonson – Pikipiki Safari – 
London to Cape Town via the West Coast - Africa via the 
west coast, 2 riders, 2 bikes, 2 tents. Definitely 2 tents...

Brendan Ball - Baikal is Halfway Home – How two 
beginners survived the Zilov Highway.

Dr. Wendy Peters – Motorcycle Medicine – Everything you 
wanted to know!

Chris Bright – How To Avoid The Mother-in-Law At 
Christmas - Trail-riding in northern Thailand. Superb sights, 
sounds, culture and fun for not a lot of money.

Alex Jackson – A Glimpse of South Africa - From the 
coast to the bush and more

Jupiter's Travellers Cathy Birchall & Bernard Smith - 
Touching the World: A Blind Woman, Two Wheels and 
25,000 Miles - The story of the first blind person to circle the 
world by motorcycle.

“Road-Kill Cookout!” with Danny Taylor & Fil Schiannini  By 
the bonfire – watch and learn - how to skin a rabbit, prepare, 
cook and eat on the road – plus some Thai Green curry 
surprises!

Jupiter's Traveller Dom Giles - A Year (almost) Around 
The World (sort of)! - Alaska to Panama and South Africa 
to Nairobi. This presentation will leave you wondering why, if 
it's all this easy, you're not out on the road somewhere.

Matthew Cashmore – Seven-Day Adventures - Traveling 
the world on your motorbike with a job, a wife and a 
budget. A rough guide to living the dream in the real world. 

Peter Darke – Scooters In The Sahara - The continuing story 
of the project to support Bansang hospital...

Ian Burchell - Ultimate Hearing Protection Workshop – in 
the South America room

Graham Hoskins - From Dreams to Reality - What 
Anyone Can Achieve - With just 2 weeks and a limited 
budget what could you do? Graham talks about his 
adventures with Danny John-Jules (The Cat from Red 
Dwarf) with clips from the TV series.

Manuela Beis – One Day You Have To Live Your Dream 
- How to plan, prepare and realise a 4-month solo journey 
through South America on a DRZ.

Raffle Drawn in the Marquee – in aid of Motorcycle 
Outreach

Expert Panel Session All your questions answered

Bruce Porter – Two Pegs To Patagonia - My wife wanted 
to see Penguins in the wild. I wanted a long bike ride. 
From Canada to the tip of the Andes and back on two 
Italian bikes.

Graham Field - Budget Overlanding – Necessities vs 
Luxuries - Dispelling the myth that only the privileged and 
those who lead a charmed life can do a trip. Keeping the 
challenge and avoiding the endurance test.

Jupiter's Traveller Nathan Millward – Riding Dorothy - 
Sydney to London on a 105cc postie bike named Dorothy.

Zebb from Motoloco – Paperwork For The 'Stans - 
Everything you need to know about essential paperwork 
for travelling through the 'Stans.

Yosi Rapaport - Demystifying the Myth - What to pack, how 
to pack it, and why less is always more.

Ted Simon Jupiter's Travellers, The Ted Simon Foundation, 
and Rolling Through the Isles

LIVE web chat with Grant & Susan Johnson in Canada + 
Announcement about total funds raised by raffle + Bike 
Competition results & prizes.

Tim Cullis - GPS Mapsource and BaseCamp - Double 
session workshop on using Garmin products to plan your trip. 
(Note: Tim specifically requested this time for his presentation.)
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Sunday

Film
ing Africa Room

R
epeats

Asia Room

R
epeats

Australia Room

R
epeats

Film
ing South America Room / Marquee / Outside

R indicates there will be a REPEAT * indicates this IS the Repeat!

10.00 AM * * *

11.00 AM * * *

12.00 PM * *

1.00 PM * *

2.00 PM Meeting closes.

Jack Wilkins (Compass Expeditions) - Travel the world 
and get paid to do it - Become a motorcycle tour guide, 
long hours, little pay, risk of death and other great reasons 
why I would recommend it to everybody.

Nigel & Sharyn Tailyour - Two Pensioners and a 10 
Year Old Bike to North Cape (Nordkapp) - If two 
pensioners can get to North Cape in Norway on a 10 year 
old bike then you can too.

Russell Anthony & Adrian Jonson – Pikipiki Safari – 
London to Cape Town via the West Coast - Africa via the 
west coast, 2 riders, 2 bikes, 2 tents. Definitely 2 tents...

2nd raffle draw for any unclaimed prizes in the marquee.

Ian Mutch - Ineptitude and Romantic Failure - How to get 
lost in Morocco and Spain and fail with women in New 
Zealand.

Mathew Quarterman – Turning To The Dark Side - 
5800km Lima to Rio. 2 wheels, but no engine.

Graham Hoskins - From Dreams to Reality - What Anyone 
Can Achieve - With just 2 weeks and a limited budget what 
could you do? Graham talks about his adventures with Danny 
John-Jules (The Cat from Red Dwarf) with clips from the TV 
series.

Zebb from Motoloco – Paperwork For The 'Stans - 
Everything you need to know about essential paperwork for 
travelling through the 'Stans.

Alex Jackson – A Glimpse of South Africa - From the 
coast to the bush and more

Lilian Hobbs - The Himalayas on a Royal Enfield - A video 
of my trip on a Royal Enfield across the Himalayas.

Andrew Sercombe – Escape To The Country - All the 
gear and a Big Idea. Now what? Getting started the easy 
way.

Mike Vitkovitch – A Fortnight Round Morocco - Aimed at 
novice adventure riders, a well proven route with details of 
where and how to travel, stay, eat and enjoy the trip! A 
handout of the information will be available at the talk.

Many thanks for coming, we hope you enjoyed yourself and come back again next year. Please use the feedback form on the website for your views and 
comments.

Please leave the campsite clean and tidy and have a safe trip home!


